
It can't be easy balancing racing 4x, riding, training as much as possible and work, what 
do you do? Are they cool about the bike racing? How often do you ride?  I work in a bike 
shop, but it’s always been a struggle to get weekends off for racing as the weekend is the 
busiest time of week for the shop and when the most money is put through the till, so 
most the staff are needed then. It’s not ideal, but I just have to work through it and try and 
ride as much as possible. I ride my bmx to work every day and pass 2 outdoor skateparks 
on my way, so if I can’t get out after work I try and ride one of them. I also ride the local 
trials and pumptracks and try and get out on my DH bike on one of my days off every trials and pumptracks and try and get out on my DH bike on one of my days off every 
couple of weeks.

Where was the last place you rode, what bike were you on?  Some loamy welsh trails on 
my Yeti DJ! 

What racers to you admire and/or look up to and why?     All of the racers in the 4X and 
DH world cups have something that I admire. But for me I think there are quite a few 
privateers that I think are really impressive. Its one thing being at the absolute edge of 
your limit and of what’s possible, but it’s another thing being able to do that and still work 
a full time job!

What are your plans and aims for next year? What are your plans and aims for next year?   I’ve really enjoyed every downhill race I did 
this year regardless of the result, I’m really looking forward to racing the full series or 
British nationals and some IXS cups, I’ve heard there’s going to be one at Schladming! 
I’m also going to race as many 4X Pro Tour events as I can afford and hopefully be 
selected to race 4X World Champs again. I will try and fit 4X nationals all around this too 
and maybe some small BMX and enduro events. I like to keep busy!!
 
11) What would you say to anybody thinking of starting 4X racing? 11) What would you say to anybody thinking of starting 4X racing?  Just get along to a 
race and have fun! 
 

12) Tell us who you'd like to thank, sponsors and family etc.

I’d like to thank John Atkins Cycles for their help and support this year, all my friends who 
I’ve been riding with this year and all of the many people who’ve helped me out! Also my 
parents, for putting up with my bikes. Thank you all I appreciate it!!

Thanks to Olly Jelley                                     
and WDC Cuts                                                              
for the photos! 

You seem to appear at a load of 4X races, what series or events do you aim to do? 

I started racing 4X Nationals and have aimed to race the whole series ever since. From 
there I have progressed through European level events and up to the world cup series. 
This year I aimed to race as many of the 4X Pro Tour Series as I could afford, and all the 
British Nationals. 

Your bike of choice is the Yeti DJ, any special set up, or specific parts you are using? Your bike of choice is the Yeti DJ, any special set up, or specific parts you are using? 
How long have you been on a Yeti?        I built my DJ up in May 2013, this is the first Yeti 
I have owned. I have the chainstays adjusted to their longest for more stability and to 
lengthen the wheelbase as it is a size small. I have Fox 831s up front and shimano 
shifting and brakes.                                                                                                              
I always run super thin (mostly worn) grips and 720mm bars. My rear hub is a DT Swiss 
240s with a ratchet upgrade to give it more points of engagement as in 4X; you need to 
be the first one pedalling out the gate and out of corners and faster engagement helps.be the first one pedalling out the gate and out of corners and faster engagement helps.


